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Forward-peaking mechanism in proton Compton scattering
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A simple explanation is given for the forward peaking observed in proton Compton scattering
cross sections at photon energies above 800 MeV, in a nonrelativistic constituent quark model of
the scattering process using intermediate resonances. This represents an alternate explanation to
that using the standard vector-dominance model. Cross sections at these energies are calculated in
a specific model, and the results compare favorably with the data, but the mechanism for forward
peaking can be explained on rather general grounds.

PACS number(s): 13.60.Fz, 12.40@q,14.20Gk

I. INTRODUCTION

The high energy proton Compton scattering differen-
tial cross section, when plotted versus angle, exhibits
strong forward peaking and a depletion in the backward
direction. At 700 MeV, the forward peaking is already
evident in the data from the Bonn group [1, 2] and the
Tokyo group [3—5], though it is accompanied by a rise
in the cross section at backward angles. As the photon
energy increases from 700 MeV to 1000 MeV, the back-
ward cross section decreases, and the forward peaking
becomes more pronounced [1,4, 6]. At even higher en-
ergies, the cross section data [2, 7—9] are very strongly
forward peaked, with essentially an exponential falloff as
a function of momentum transfer squared.

Forward peaking in proton Compton scattering has
traditionally been understood within the context of
vector meson dominance (VMD) and Regge exchange.
Compton scattering and vector-meson photoproduction
at high energy (well above the resonance region, E~ & 3
GeV) are related via the VMD relation

1 2

where the sum runs over vector mesons V, and the b~
allow for phase differences between the various vector
meson amplitudes. The t dependence of Compton scat-
tering is thus similar to that of vector meson photopro-
duction (which is also strongly forward peaked). There is
some question as to whether the magnitude and t depen-
dence of the cross section are accurately predicted when
standard VMD parameters Axed by other processes are
used [8, 10].

The t dependence of the Compton scattering cross sec-
tion is thus related to that of hadron-hadron scatter-
ing. Forward peaking in hadron-hadron scattering cross
sections can be understood in terms of the exchange of

mesons in the t channel which lie along a Regge trajec-
tory [ll]. Similarly, u-channel exchange of baryon reso-
nances can be used to explain the (considerably smaller)
peak in the meson-nucleon backward scattering cross sec-
tion. In order to explain the size of total cross sec-
tions for hadron-hadron scattering processes at the high-
est energies, t-channel exchange of mesons lying on ex-
perimentally established trajectories must be augmented
by Pomeron exchange. Pomeron exchange makes a pure
imaginary contribution to the scattering amplitude which
is independent of s, and exponentially dependent on t,
resulting in cross sections which are asymptotically con-
stant in s.

Duality arguments [12] link high-energy Regge ex-
change to the exchange of s-channel (baryon) resonances
at low energy, with Pomeron exchange sometimes linked
to the low-energy nonresonant background [13]. How-
ever, it is technically difficult to build a quantitative
model of the resonance-region Compton cross section. A
more modern treatment is given by Brodsky, Close, and
Gunion (BCG) [10],who show that there is a fundamen-
tal difference between Compton scattering and hadron-
hadron scattering once the hadrons are allowed to be
composite, because two photons can interact directly
with the partons in the proton at a point via a Z-graph
contribution (or in nonrelativistic language a seagull or
contact diagram). This term, which in Regge language
is generated by a J = 0 fixed pole, must be included
to maintain electromagnetic gauge invariance. It results
in an extra real contribution to the forward high-energy
Compton scattering amplitude which is independent of
s, and which should fall oK with the characteristic t de-
pendence of the elastic form factor of the proton.

Our model is similar in spirit to that of BCG, but
is constructed within the specific framework of a three-
valence-quark nonrelativistic model of baryons. As in
BCG, we allow the photons to interact directly with the
valence quarks (the partons in our model at resonance
energies), but now the hadronic state intermediate to
the two-photon interactions is made up of all possible
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s-channel baryon states (including a proton Born term).
Since the photon is coupled explicitly to the quarks, there
is no separate background term.

Our model is particularly suited to describing Comp-
ton scattering at these energies, where an intermediate-
nucleon-resonance basis should be an efBeient one. Three
types of terms contribute to the Compton scattering am-
plitude in this picture: a "contact" term with a two-
photon interaction coupling directly to a quark line; a
"direct" term, corresponding to photoexcitation and de-
exeitation of baryon resonances in the s channel; and
the "crossed" version of the latter, corresponding to ex-
citation and deexcitation of resonances in the u channel.
We will show that, at these energies, the contact term is
forward peaked and the direct term for each resonance
tends to enhance the forward amplitude, while tending
to cancel in the backward direction. The crossed term
is relatively small at higher energies due to large energy
denominators.

This mechanism is demonstrated in a model of
Compton scattering [14] using a nonrelativistic quark-
photon interaction operator [15—17], and Isgur-Karl
model [18—20] wave functions of the proton and inter-
mediate resonances. The onset of strong forward peak-
ing (and depletion at backward angles at higher energies)
is evident in the shape of the difFerential cross sections
which we calculate at 800, 950, 1230, and 1500 MeV, and
their magnitudes compare roughly with the data from the
Bonn and Tokyo groups [1—5].

This paper is organized as follows: the next section
describes briefly our nonrelativistic constituent quark
model for Compton scattering, with emphasis on the
form of the amplitudes. There follows a description,
in general terms, of the mechanism leading to forward
peaking and depletion of the amplitude at backward an-
gles. DifFerential cross sections are then calculated in the
model of Ref. [14], illustrating this mechanism, and these
calculations are compared with the data. In the last sec-
tion, we discuss how the forward peaking of Compton
amplitudes is an expected prediction of calculations em-
ploying intermediate baryon resonances.

II. COMPTON SCATTERING MODEL

Reference [14] provides extensive details for comput-
ing Compton scattering amplitudes in a nonrelativistic
constituent quark model. We provide here the salient
features most relevant to understanding the forward-

peaking mechanism. In particular, in this section, we
avoid specific reference to actual model eigenstates, and
discuss the origin of forward peaking on rather general
grounds.

The Hamiltonian density for the interaction of photons
with quark fields is [21]

'R(x) = ) e,I,„(x)A"(x), (2)

where e, is the charge of the ith quark, I~(x)
q, (x)p"q, (x) is the quark current, and A."(x) is the pho-
ton field. In a nonrelativistic valence quark model, the ef-
fective Hamiltonian has both one-photon and two-photon
terms:

The one-photon contribution is, for real transverse pho-
tons,

II~ = —) e,I;(r,) A(r, ), (4)

and the two-photon contact interaction is

2
H = ) ' [A(r;)] q, (r;)q, (r,). (5)

where w and w' are the initial and final photon energies,
E, is the initial baryon energy and E„ is the energy of
the intermediate hadronic state.

In our constituent (valence) quark model, we assume
that the Hilbert space consists entirely of the set of
baryons generated from that model. If the pN system has
an overall momentum P, and the initial and final photon
momenta are k and k', respectively, then the Compton
amplitude is

/4T = e ) 6 gITglg&g)
2ld 2(d

The Compton amplitude can then be written as fol-
lows:

= (fl& I) )-(fl ~f"){ I

- {f1~~I&)(&l~~l~)

), e2
g .(¹P—k'lI ~, (0)lX„;P)(X„;Ply(0)l¹P —k)

.(¹P —k'lI ~, (0)lX„;P —k —k'}{X;P —k —k']Ig(0)l¹P —k}
—u' + uM~ (P —k) —~M„(P —k —k') (8)

and

(9)

The symbol X~ stands for any baryon in the spectrum.
The hadronic currents Ip(0) are represented in a con-
stituent quark model as a sum of individual quark cur-
rents, as in Eq. (4).
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III. FORWARD-PEAKING MECHANISM

We now examine the role of each of the three contri-
butions to Eq. (8) with regard to the forward-peaking
behavior. We consider explicitly the forward and back-
ward directions, because all momenta in those cases lie
on a single axis, and this simplifies greatly the expres-
sion for the Compton amplitude. In the forward direc-
tion, there is coherent enhancement of the superposed
contributions, while in the backward direction, there is
considerable cancellation. Because each reson. ant contri-
bution involves only a complex phase in going from 0 to
180 degrees, we expect a smooth transition of the overall

amplitude between forwar~ and backward directions.
The contact term consists of a positive definite quan-

tity multiplying a polarization product (e" e). This
product by itself gives rise to an unpolarized (Thomson)
cross section proportional to (1+ cos~ 0). However, the
matrix element between initial and final nucleon states
gives rise to a body form factor which falls off with mo-
mentum transfer. These two features combine to give a
partial Compton amplitude which is forward peaked and
backward suppressed.

The direct term involves a sum over all baryon reso-
nances permitted by selection rules. In the forward direc-
tion (k' = k), the Compton amplitude must be diagonal
in nucleon and photon spins:

.(N; kp—lI ),(0) xl„;ov)(x„;ovlIp(0)l¹ —kp)

~ M+r/2
l(x„;OvlI), (0) lN; —kp, ) l

~s —M„+ ir„/2

) - IA"(X )I'
- ~s —M„+ ir„/2' (10)

where v = A+ p, A (X„) is the helicity-v photoex-
citation amplitude for the resonance X'„, and we have
included the width r„of the intermediate resonances in
the energy denominators.

Equation (10) shows that the direct contribution to
the forward amplitude from any resonance X„has a real
part which has the sign of ~s —M„, and a negative
imaginary part. For masses in the resonance sum which
are less than ~s, their forward direct contributions will
add constructively to the forward-peaked contact term.
For masses above ~s, their contributions will subtract
from the real part and add to the imaginary part. Since
there is an unlimited spectrum above ~s, one might ex-
pect that these contributions would easily cancel those
contributions below ~s, if not completely dominate the
Compton amplitude. However, this does not happen,
and the amplitude is not strongly affected by the addi-
tion of these higher mass states. This is demonstrated
in our explicit model calculation, but can also be under-

I

stood on general grounds; the energy denominators for
high-mass intermediate resonances damp their contribu-
tions, and the matrix elements for high-mass excitations
rapidly become small for increasing resonance energy and
fixed photon frequency. Theoretically, the latter is to be
expected (and is confirmed in the discussion below for
a specific quark model) because the photon eventually
does not provide the necessary phase matching between
the nucleon ground state and an excited state containing
many nodes in its spatial wave function. Experimen-
tally [22], few of the high-mass resonances established in
the AN partial-wave analyses are resolved in the photo-
production analyses. For baryons with mass in the vicin-
ity of ~s, the real parts of their energy denominators are
small, but the imaginary parts add coherently.

In the backward direction, the spins are all the same
as they are for the forward direction, but the photon and
nucleon final momenta are now reversed. The amplitude
1s

(N;+kplI „(0)lX„;Ov)(X„;OvlI~(0) IN —kW)T~q""(k' = -k) =
n

(x„;ovlI, (0)lN;+kI )*&x„;ovlI&(0) lN; —kp)
~s —M„+ ir„/2

lA."(x„)l'=-&- -~ M„+,r„/2

where we have used parity to replace
(X~;OvlIg(0)lN; kp) with P„Af*(X~), a—nd P is the
parity of the resonance X„. If we evaluate this sum at,
say, vt s=1800 MeV (Ei b =1250 MeV), i.e., at sufficiently

high energy that many resonances play a role, the contri-
butions from the band of low-lying negative-parity res-
onances in the spectrum will cancel against those from
the positive-parity ground and excited states below this
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energy. This cancellation is not exact, as it depends on
the number of states of a given parity and the size of
their photocouplings, but it is not an enhanced coherent
sum as is the case in the forward direction, and the con-
tribution in the backward direction is therefore greatly
reduced with respect to the forward direction. Those
amplitudes with opposite forward versus backward phase
essentially have a complex phase at intermediate angles,
so we expect a smooth transition from forward to back-
ward angles.

As the photon energy is increased, more and more res-
onances add coherently to the forward angle amplitude,
and cancel each other with mixed phase at backward an-
gles. The backward-angle cross section will be roughly
constant, while the forward-angle cross section will con-
tinue to rise with increasing photon energy. Indeed this
behavior is necessitated by the optical theorem: above
1000 MeV the total pp cross section saturates to a con-
stant, and this in turn yields a forward scattering am-
plitude whose imaginary part is dominant, and equal to
wert, &/4n The. result is a lower bound for the forward
Compton differential cross section which is proportional
to u~.

A similar analysis can be made for the crossed term.
In the forward direction,

Tcrossed (kr k)

) - l~". (&~)I'
(12)

v s —2(u —QM2 + 4k2 + tI'„/2

and at backward angles,

Tg„"' (k' = —k)

based on a harmonic oscillator basis set, with configura-
tion mixing induced by the color-hyperfine interaction.
The formally infinite set of intermediate states in Comp-
ton scattering is truncated at the mixed states in the
N = 2 band in the oscillator, which are positive-parity
excited nucleon and 4 states; this set of thirty states ex-
hausts, with a few exceptions, all of the well-known states
below about 2000 MeV. It also includes states present
in the model which, for reasons well understood [15],
have not been discovered in photoproduction or pion-
production experiments.

In Fig. 1 we have plotted the partial cross sections
at 1230 MeV lab photon energy (E~) resulting from the
contact term, the direct sum, and the crossed sum, as
well as the complete cross section from Eq. (8), formed
with all thirty intermediate states. In order to address
the issue of the convergence of our calculation, we have
also plotted the complete cross section using only those
(thirteen) intermediate states which lie betoIv ~s = 1785
MeV. Both the contact term and the direct sum show
the expected forward peaking, and are small at backward
angles. The crossed sum is relatively small at all angles.
The forward cross section is thus dominated by a contact
term and a direct sum which add roughly in phase.

The effect of adding in the states in our model above

~s is shown by the difFerence between the two complete
cross section curves in Fig. 1. The minor difFerence at
forward angles is an indicator that the photocouplings
to these states are quite small. In the Isgur-Karl model,
these photocouplings have been studied by Koniuk and
Isgur [15]. Table III from Ref. [15] expresses the pho-
tocouplings as functions of K/cr, where K = Ikl, and cI

I~/(x„) I

"~s-2~ —/Ms+ 4k&+ tr„/2

Considering the numerators of these expressions, the
same analysis of forward peaking and backward suppres-
sion applies as it does for the direct term. However, at
the energies considered here, the energy denominators for
the crossed terms are large, and their overall effect is neg-
ligible when compared to the direct sums or the contact
term.
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IV. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

YVe now demonstrate the forward-peaking mechanism
specifically for the nonrelativistic quark model used in
Ref. [14]. We also make comparisons of calculated differ-
ential cross sections to data at a set of energies where the
onset of forward peaking is clearly seen experimentally.

The Compton scattering amplitude is calculated in
Ref. [14] with the formulas of Eqs. (7) and (8), using
a nonrelativistic reduction of the current I;„(x),which is
written in terms of the usual quark-spin-flip and orbit-flip
(convection) operators. The current matrix elements are
evaluated using nonrelativistic quark-model wave func-
tions of the Isgur-Karl model. These wave functions are

50

50
8, (deg)

100 150

FIG. 1. Calculated center-of-momentum {c.m. ) frame dif-
ferential cross section for Compton scattering at E~ =1230
MeV with contributions from all states considered in Ref. [14].
The dashed line is the partial cross section from the contact
term, the dashed-dotted from the direct sum, the dotted from
the crossed sum, and the solid line is the complete cross sec-
tion. The long-dashed line is the complete cross section with
contributions from states with M„( ~s.
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is an oscillator size parameter. For any given photon
momentum K/a, the constant coefficients multiplying
these expressions will eventually suppress the photocou-
plings of highly excited states, if one goes high enough in
the oscillator spectrum. The individual resonance con-
tributions to our sums are proportional to the square
of these photocouplings, which (for E~ = 1230 MeV or
K = 646 MeV) are generally smaller for the states above
~s = 1785 MeV. There is some reduction of the real part
of the direct sum of Eq. (11) from these states with neg-
ative ~s —M„, and an increase of the imaginary part;
the net change to the magnitude of the complete sum is
small. This photon energy was chosen as an upper limit
to the range of energies at which our calculation can be
argued roughly to have converged; the addition of states
neglected in the model of Ref. [14] will affect the cross
section, but because of the increase of the energy denom-
inators and decrease of the photocoupling amplitudes,
we expect the final shape to retain the strong forward
pealdng and backward angle depletion shown in Fig. 1.

Data in the energy range at which this forward peaking
becomes evident have been taken by groups at Bonn [1,2],
Tokyo [3—6] and MIT [23). Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 compare
the differential cross section calculated with the model of
Ref. [14] and these data. In all cases the calculated cross
section is shown along with the partial cross sections from
the contact term, the direct sum, and the crossed sum.

At 800 MeV the calculated cross section is slightly
higher at forward angles than at backward angles, with
a dip at roughly 90 degrees, which agrees well with the
shape of the data. The cross section is dominated by
the direct sum which, when added to the forward-peaked
contact term, shows this slight forward peaking. As the
energy is increased from 800 to 950 MeV (v s = 1543 to
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FIG. 3. c.m. frame difFerential cross section at E~ =950
MeV. Legend as in Fig. 2.

1632 MeV) the direct sum increases at forward angles,
as more states contribute to the sum with positive en-

ergy denominators, and decreases at backward angles, as
more of the negative-parity states pick up positive energy
denominators. When added to the contact term the re-
sult is a more strongly forward-peaked amplitude which
no longer increases at backward angles. Once again the
calculation is in rough agreement with both the shape
and magnitude of the data.

As the energy is increased to 1230 MeV (~s = 1785
MeV) and 1500 MeV (~s = 1922 MeV) the forward
peaking becomes more pronounced, due to the coher-
ent phase of the individual resonance contributions to
the direct sum once ~s is above the mass of those reso-
nances with the largest electromagnetic couplings. The
cancellation at backward angles is much more effective

150—
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b'0
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100

0 "" "I'""-'I""""t"""O'-""''-'""I""""I""""T'"'( I I I I I I I I

50
(deS)

100 150 50

FIG. 2. c.m. frame difFerential cross section at E~ =800
MeV with contributions from all states considered in Ref. [14].
The dashed line is the partial cross section &om the contact
term, the dashed-dotted from the direct sum, the dotted from
the crossed sum, and the solid line is the complete cross sec-
tion. Data are from Ref. [1] (crosses), Ref. [3] (boxes), Refs. [4,
6] (X's), and Ref. [5] (diamonds).

~~

0 50 100 150
9, (deg)

FIG. 4. c.m. frame differential cross section at E~ =1230
MeV. Legend for the calculation is as in Fig. 2; data are from
Ref. [2] (X's), and Ref. [23] (diamonds).
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FIG. 5. c.m. frame differential cross section at E~ =1500
MeV. Legend as in Fig. 4.

V. DISCUSSION

We have shown that the forward-peaking behavior of
proton Compton scattering in the GeV region can be ex-
plained in the context of the nonrelativistic quark model.
While the actual calculations which were compared to
data indeed made use of this model, the basis for forward
peaking can be understood in more general terms. Equa-
tion (6) characterizes any theory in which the Hilbert

once sizeable numbers of states with positive and nega-
tive parities lie below ~s. Although the data at these
energies are limited to a range of angles between 30 and
90 degrees, they also exhibit small cross sections at larger
angles and a trend towards stronger peaking at forward
angles.

The calculation overshoots the forward cross section
at these higher energies. A discrepancy of the mag-
nitude shown is not suprising, given the sensitivity of
the overall magnitude of the cross section to the size of
the resonance electromagnetic couplings, which enter to
the fourth power. Furthermore, although these couplings
generally decrease as the mass of the resonances increase,
the majority of the intermediate states which have been
neglected lie above these ~s values and make negative
contributions to the real part of the direct sum at for-
ward angles. A more complete sum may decrease the
direct sum but should not significantly affect the cancel-
lation at backward angles. These neglected states are less
important at lower ~s values because of their relatively
large energy denominators.

We also note from Ref. [9] that experimental data for
der/dt at t = 0 is roughly constant between 2 and 18
GeV/c photon energies. Since t is proportional to cu,
then der(0)/dA grows with cu2, thus confirming at least
qualitatively the idea that increasing numbers of baryon
resonances will augment the forward-angle differential
cross section at higher energies.

space is saturated by baryon resonances, and need not
refer to any specific quark model. The two-photon Hamil-
tonian H~~ must have a specific structure at low momen-
tum transfer in order to be consistent with Low's theo-
rem [24], and would generally be expected to have a body
form factor commensurate with the spatial structure of
the proton, as evidenced by the so-called recoil contribu-
tion to the proton polarizability, which is proportional to
the mean square charge radius [25]. The arguments lead-
ing to Eqs. (10) and (12) are geometric in nature, and do
not depend upon specific details of a quark model.

As we have seen, our model has no provision for a
"background" contribution to the cross section in the res-
onance region. The separation of the resonance-region
cross section into resonant terms and a nonresonant
background is model dependent. Our model approaches
the contributions from the intermediate resonances in
a very different way from the Regge-exchange picture.
We therefore conclude that it would be inconsistent to
modify our model of resonance-region Compton scatter-
ing by adding a background term of the sort included
with the VMD/Regge picture, such as that ascribed to
the Pomeron.

One might also consider adding explicit VMD contri-
butions to our quark-model calculation. The initial and
final photons would be allowed to couple to all possible
vector mesons, which would in turn scatter from the nu-
cleon through all possible 8-channel baryon resonances.
This kind of contribution is one example of the extra con-
tributions allowed if our quark model were expanded to
include qq excitations of the intermediate hadronic state.
However, the UMD picture is normally implemented in
terms of Feynman diagrams, and thus overlaps both with
these extra qq terms and with some of the terms included
in the present calculation. While a term-by-term iden-
tification between VMD and quark-model contributions
would be difficult to make, an alternative would be to
examine the size of the corrections which come from en-
larging the valence-quark Hilbert space.

Apart from explicit background contributions, there
are additional contributions associated with enlarging the
three-valence-quark Hilbert space. For example, we have
ignored the presence of quark-antiquark loops and their
effect on the resonance photon couplings. These effects
may overlap with the introduction of explicit baryon-
meson intermediate states, such as those in the VMD
processes, though we caution against a term-by-term cor-
respondence. We have also not allowed for possible glu-
onic excitations of baryons in the intermediate state. The
contact term in the Hamiltonian (5) may have important
nonstatic behavior at higher energies. Finally, there are
corrections due to the fact that this is a nonrelativistic
model.

At much higher energies, many more quark-model
eigenstates would need to be included than are avail-
able in present calculations. While we have argued that
the eigenstate sum converges at photon energies slightly
above those considered in this paper, and that our ap-
proach would still give forward peaking, the predicted
behavior at very high energy is not known, and an eigen-
state sum becomes progressively more inefficient. Contri-
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butions from an enlarged Hilbert space may also become
important at higher energies.
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